Dear Friends,

As we celebrate our upcoming 100-year anniversary at Scripps, it is an opportunity to reflect on our rich history of caring for the community and look forward to another century of continued medical excellence—made possible thanks to the generosity of our donors. Giving is a powerful act that enriches the lives of those who give and receive. Our founders Ellen Browning Scripps and Mother Mary Michael Cummings were visionaries, planning for the health care needs of San Diego for generations to come. Today, we give thanks for your vision that furthers this remarkable legacy of caring.

This stewardship report will show you some of the many ways you and our donors have made a difference in the lives of our patients. Health care is facing significant financial challenges unlike anything ever experienced. More than half of California hospitals are experiencing financial losses, and some are at risk of closing due to supply shortages, reduced staffing levels, low insurance reimbursements, increased unfunded government mandates and new regulations. It’s a “Perfect Storm” for health care—and that is why philanthropy is more important than ever with the demand for it now at an all-time high.

Scripps is navigating this storm thanks to the dedication and expertise of our leadership team, physicians, employees and volunteers—and with your continued philanthropic support of our mission. As a nonprofit health care system, we rely on donations to help fund growth of our hospitals and outpatient clinics, purchase state-of-the-art equipment to diagnose and treat diseases, advance discoveries through research, and support so many other vital programs and services.

Our Here for Good Capital Campaign is under way to build the health care system of the future—and we hope you will join us. Scripps has served our community for nearly 100 years—and we’re invested in being here far into the future. At Scripps, we’re here for you, your family, friends and the community. And together, we’re here for good.

With gratitude,

John B. Engle
Corporate Senior Vice President
Chief Development Officer
Scripps Health

› Scripps is building the health care system of the future.

With the launch of Scripps Health Foundation’s $500 million Here for Good Campaign, continued community support will fund innovative care, advanced technology and state-of-the-art facilities throughout the health care system to make a life-changing difference in the lives of our patients today—and for years to come. To learn more about our plans, visit Scripps.org/HereforGoodCampaign.
Investing in Health Care Excellence

NEW HOSPITAL TOWER WILL EXPAND VITAL SERVICES

Throughout Scripps Memorial Hospital La Jolla’s history, philanthropy has helped fund priority programs and services that benefit patients. From generous donors like Conrad Prebys, whose transformative gift named Prebys Cardiovascular Institute, to Jack and Eileen Anderson, whose donation made the Anderson Medical Pavilion possible—as well as so many other donors who have supported our lifesaving care in recent years—philanthropy continues to be essential to our growth and innovation.

Now, through our Here for Good Campaign, we are looking to the community to help fund a new hospital tower on our campus. Part of the Scripps Health master plan for growth during the next decade, the new 422,000-square-foot tower will feature state-of-the-art operating rooms, intensive care unit, imaging suites, private patient rooms and a variety of women’s services.

NEW HOSPITAL TOWER WILL EXPAND VITAL SERVICES FOR WOMEN

Three floors of the new seven-story tower will be home to a comprehensive women’s center and offer various naming opportunities for donors. A hub for women’s health services, it will provide a continuum of integrated care for women at every stage of life.

The labor and delivery floor will incorporate operating rooms, antepartum rooms, and labor and delivery rooms. The postpartum floor will feature all private rooms, nursery and a variety of amenities. In addition, there will be a new, state-of-the-art neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) managed in partnership with Rady Children’s Hospital to provide advanced care for babies born with health concerns.

FUNDING VITAL SERVICES FOR WOMEN

K.B. Lim, MD, a retired OB/GYN at Scripps Memorial Hospital La Jolla, recently made a gift to the capital campaign and new hospital tower through the foundation that he and his wife, Linda Lee, started several years ago. The Lims have also been members of Scripps President’s Council for many years and previously donated to renovations in the labor and delivery and postpartum units.

“Having practiced medicine at Scripps for more than 50 years, and now turning to Scripps for most of our health care needs, I feel very strongly about giving back.”

- K.B. LIM, MD

To learn more about ways to support Scripps Memorial Hospital La Jolla, including naming opportunities, contact Julie Mathew at Mathew.Julie@ScrippsHealth.org or 858-554-2046.
The campus of Scripps Memorial Hospital Encinitas has seen major transformation in recent years as we continue to meet the needs of North County’s rapidly growing communities. Thanks to a generous $25 million gift to our Here for Good Campaign from Debbie and Warner Lusardi—the largest donation in the hospital’s history—Scripps Encinitas is beginning phase two of its master plan. In June 2023, we celebrated the groundbreaking of the Lusardi Tower, our new 185,000-square-foot hospital building with 64 private inpatient rooms, surgical suites and a state-of-the-art intensive care unit. It will be equipped with the latest wireless technologies, flexible surgical suites, advanced digital monitoring and telemedicine capabilities.

Designed around patient-centered care, the private rooms will be filled with natural light and will include flexible space for clinical care, patient and family use. There will be nursing stations nearby to ensure staff are always in close proximity. This advanced acute care facility will make care more efficient—ultimately providing a better health care experience for patients.

On hand for the Lusardi Tower groundbreaking in June 2023 were Debbie Lusardi; Chris Van Gorder, president and CEO, Scripps Health; Scott Eisman, MD, physician chief operating executive, Scripps Memorial Hospital Encinitas; Warner Lusardi; Richard Bigelow, chairman, Scripps Health Board of Trustees; and John Engle, corporate senior vice president and chief development officer, Scripps Health.

The three-story, state-of-the-art Lusardi Tower is the centerpiece of phase two of the Scripps Encinitas master plan and is expected to open in 2026.

Creating a Legacy of Caring

On Valentine’s Day in 2023, Alan and Hanna Goodman attended a Here for Good Campaign kickoff event at their Carlsbad retirement community, La Costa Glen. Inspired by the event, Alan joined the La Costa Glen Friendship Committee. At his first meeting, he donated $1,000 to the campaign.

His initial gift to Scripps Health was followed by a much larger donation: Alan changed the beneficiary of a sizeable annuity to Scripps Encinitas.

Alan and Hanna weren’t finished. After attending the Lusardi Tower groundbreaking and touring Scripps Encinitas, Alan decided to amend his estate plans to include Scripps Encinitas as a 50% beneficiary. Scripps expects to receive a $1 million gift from the estate.

“I had no idea how much Scripps Memorial Hospital Encinitas depends on philanthropy to support operational and advanced equipment needs for the benefit of all patients throughout North County. I am thrilled to make this legacy gift to Scripps Encinitas on behalf of both of us. What an amazing cause for anyone to consider.”

- ALAN GOODMAN

To learn more about ways to support Scripps Memorial Hospital Encinitas, including naming opportunities, contact John Ciullo at Ciullo.John@ScrippsHealth.org or 760-633-7418.
Scripps Mercy Hospital Grows with Community Needs

- Philanthropy continues to drive the expansion at Scripps Mercy Hospital’s San Diego and Chula Vista campuses, part of Scripps’ master plan for growth during the next decade.

NEW HOSPITAL TOWER AT SCRIPPS MERCY HOSPITAL, SAN DIEGO

Scripps Mercy Hospital continues to grow to meet the diverse needs of our San Diego community. As part of the Here for Good Campaign, community support is funding construction of a new hospital tower, which will include spacious private rooms, state-of-the-art surgical suites and operating rooms, radiology suites, a labor and delivery unit and a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). This is in addition to Prebys Cancer Center and the Woltman Family College Building, which opened in 2021 to provide innovative cancer care and supportive services to patients and families. Both buildings were generously supported through philanthropy.

SUPPORTING THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MEDICINE

- Donated in honor of urologic oncology physician Carol E. Salem, MD, by her grateful patients, the Tree of Hope at Prebys Cancer Center serves as a symbol of strength through a cancer journey. This addition to the healing arts program on the campus is a tribute to patients, clinicians, families and friends whose lives have been touched by cancer.

"Art has the power to not only heal us, but also to connect us with one another on a shared experience."

- SUSANNE STANFORD

The ribbons on the Tree of Hope represent different cancer types as a reminder of a shared connection during each person’s journey.

- As part of their residency training, Scripps Mercy Hospital internal medicine residents participate in the Cardiovascular Limited Ultrasound Examination (CLUE) program to learn how to use handheld, pocket-sized ultrasound devices that provide patients with more detailed and efficient examinations than with a stethoscope. Scripps Mercy was one of the first in the nation to implement this innovative training in residency programs. Philanthropic support helped launch and continues to fund the program, conduct research that is shared nationally and purchase newer ultrasound devices for each resident.

Cardiologist Bruce Kimura, MD, teaches Scripps Mercy internal medicine residents to use portable ultrasound devices for enhanced patient examinations to help identify abnormalities, such as heart failure or valve disease.

Philanthropy Funds Upgrades at Scripps Mercy Hospital, Chula Vista

- The emergency department (ED) at Scripps Mercy Hospital, Chula Vista, is one of the busiest in the region, with no slowdown in sight. Expansion of the ED is part of improvements under way on campus thanks to donor support. The Henry L. Guenther Foundation has generously donated $300,000 to fund much-needed enhancements to the ED lobby, nursing station and patient triage rooms.

“The Henry L. Guenther Foundation recognizes the need for vital emergency room services and the importance of accessibility; therefore, we are pleased to have partnered with the hospital, resulting in thousands of patients receiving lifesaving medical services.”

- SUSANNE SUNDBERG, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, HENRY L. GUENTHER FOUNDATION

Renovations to the emergency department at Scripps Mercy Hospital, Chula Vista, which were made possible through philanthropy, help improve efficiencies and patient experience.

To learn more about ways to support Scripps Mercy Hospital, including naming opportunities, contact Mary Meyer-Braunwarth at Braunwarth.Mary@ScrippsHealth.org or 619-980-7614.
Healing by Design at Scripps Green Hospital

RENOVATING PATIENT ROOMS with evidenced-based design elements that focus on a modern, soothing and healing environment not only contributes to the comfort and satisfaction of patients, visitors and staff, but also positively impacts patient outcomes and maximizes healing. The Ellen Browning Scripps Foundation has awarded a generous grant to renovate inpatient rooms at Scripps Green Hospital. The completed rooms have been transformed into calming spaces for patients to recover and heal—and they have been a catalyst for similar upgrades throughout the hospital. Also financially supported by philanthropy and Scripps Health, the flooring, paint colors and trim are now visual wayfinding cues for our patients and visitors. Scripps is working with a design consultant to ensure that all the spaces throughout the campus have a uniform look and feel that reflects the world-class health care Scripps Green provides—enhancements that will be made possible thanks to philanthropy.

SCRIPPS CLINIC ORTHOPEDIC SPECIALISTS are leading some of the world’s most advanced treatments and clinical studies. A recent $2.7 million research grant from the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM) funds research at Shiley Center for Orthopaedic Research and Education (SCORE) on the use of stem cells to grow tendon tissue in the lab to repair large rotator cuff tears. A Scripps Clinic orthopedic surgeon was also first in the county to use the revolutionary Bridge Enhanced ACL Restoration (BEAR) implant to repair a torn knee ligament without reconstructive surgery, potentially changing the standard of care.

In April 2023, SCORE moved to a new, larger lab space directly across the street from Scripps Clinic and Scripps Green Hospital. Built exactly to SCORE’s specifications, the new lab allows SCORE to expand the scope of work, improve efficiencies and potentially partner with other medical departments and disciplines.

Philanthropy played—and continues to play—a major role in supporting research and development. SCORE researchers will pursue a wider range of research projects, from cadaver surgery to stem cell biology to tissue engineering, bioprinting and electrospinning, all under one roof.

“Giving back to advance orthopedic research at SCORE through my estate allows me to not only say thanks to my amazing physician and friend, Dr. Steven Copp, for taking such good care of me, but it also ensures that I am paying it forward for future generations to benefit from advancements in the field.”

— MAGGIE BUCKENMAYER

To learn more about ways to support SCORE, contact Shannon Menzer at Menzer.Shannon@ScrippsHealth.org or 858-554-3971.
At Scripps Cancer Center, our patient-centered approach combines the expertise of some of the country’s top cancer specialists, with some of the most advanced treatments, latest clinical trials and innovative technology available. Philanthropic support continues to enhance our cancer care and support services across the region.

**Donors Support Technology, Research and Innovation at Scripps Cancer Center**

- **Grateful Patients Fund Innovative Equipment**
  Through a gift to the Here for Good Campaign from grateful patients Fred and Lynda Allen, a new, state-of-the-art linear accelerator has been added at our Scripps Cancer Center, John J. Hopkins location, on the Torrey Pines Mesa. This capital equipment investment will allow our doctors to treat more patients with many different cancer types, using highly localized radiation curated for each patient.

- **Recruiting the Best for Cancer Care and Research**
  The ability to recruit the most talented physicians and clinicians is critical to our success. Thanks to a $1 million gift from Bill and Janie Rohn, the William and Mary Jane Rohn Brain Tumor and Brain Metastases Clinical Care and Research Program was launched, led by Jeremy Ciporen, MD, Scripps Clinic, a highly trained neurosurgeon and neuro-oncologist. The program will provide life-changing surgical care to those with complex tumors.

  An endowment established by the late Conrad Prebys has also helped fund a physicist and two radiation oncologists, including radiation oncologist Shane Mesko, MD, Scripps Clinic. He is also an active researcher and has implemented a radiation oncology rotation open to Scripps interns and residents at Prebys Cancer Center.

- **Donors Honor Family Member with Lung Cancer Screening Program**
  Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths among adults in the United States. Because symptoms rarely develop until lung cancer has progressed to a late stage, screening programs provide the best opportunity for early detection and treatment.

  The comprehensive, multidisciplinary Lung Cancer Screening Program at Scripps Cancer Center—the first of its kind in San Diego—is fully funded by donations from local philanthropists Don and Judy Oliphant, and Terry Hackett. These generous donors sought to honor their family member, Jana Oliphant Hackett, who passed away from the disease in early 2021.

  Judy and Don Oliphant, and Terry Hackett, provided the funding for Scripps Lung Cancer Screening Program. Within the first six months of its start in 2022, 439 patients were screened.

- **Philanthropy Supports Patients Throughout Their Cancer Journeys**
  In addition to excellence in clinical care, advanced technology and research, compassionate patient support services help make a truly comprehensive cancer program. Philanthropy helps fund support groups, social workers, nutrition counseling, patient education resources, lymphedema support, transportation, integrative therapies and other services that are not covered by insurance.

  “I will always be grateful to the doctors and nurses who saved my life—yet it was the social worker who restored my hope. I wish for every cancer patient what I had: the finest medical staff to pull me through, and a social worker to remind me why the fight was more than worth it.”

  — ANONYMOUS SCRIPPS PATIENT

To learn more about ways to support Scripps Cancer Center, including naming opportunities, contact Barbara Edwards at Edwards.Barbara@ScrippsHealth.org or 858-678-6344.
Graduate Medical Education Trains Tomorrow’s Physicians

AS A NATIONAL LEADER in graduate medical education (GME), Scripps has been training physicians longer than any other institution in San Diego. With California poised to face the greatest physician shortage in the nation by 2030, Scripps GME programs are critical in ensuring a robust pipeline of newly trained physicians to care for future generations. Philanthropy is vital to sustaining and growing these programs, as well as providing much-needed technology, equipment and resources.

Through five hospital campuses, a network of outpatient clinics and partnerships with community health agencies, Scripps physicians in training have opportunities to care for diverse patient populations. Our program includes residencies in internal medicine, family medicine, pharmacy, podiatry, psychiatry and more, as well as 10 accredited fellowship programs in subspecialty training.

With top-notch faculty who emphasize personalized instruction, Scripps GME programs help interns, residents and fellows begin their careers and medicine—and many have formed such a strong connection, that they have stayed at Scripps and are physician leaders training the next generation.

SCRIPPS GIVING SOCIETIES invite donors to join a group of supporters whose annual gifts benefit Scripps hospitals, programs and services that are especially meaningful to them. Members receive benefits such as invitations to exclusive educational and social events with leadership and physicians, email updates and newsletters from Scripps leadership, complimentary parking at all Scripps locations and subscriptions to San Diego Health Magazine.

Members of Scripps President’s Council, Mercy 1000 and Partners for Scripps Cancer Center come together to help enhance medical care through annual gifts of $1,000 or more. They may designate that their gifts support the site’s greatest needs, or the unrestricted fund. In return, members enjoy invitations to a variety of speaker series, Frontiers in Medicine lectures, President’s Council and donor events.

Edward Hand and Stan Harazim have been Scripps donors for more than 30 years and active President’s Council members for the past 18. The couple is passionate about supporting Scripps Green Hospital and they enjoy the educational seminars they attend as members.

“They’re wonderful and informative, and you pick up information you would never hear anywhere else,” Hand says. “Because of those educational lectures, I’ve been able to steer friends in the right direction for care.”

Often, the act of giving runs in the family. Richard Virgilio, MD, and his son Joe are co-chairs of Mercy 1000, the President’s Council chapter for Scripps Mercy Hospital. “We hope to build awareness of the contribution Scripps Mercy makes to health care in San Diego,” says Dr. Virgilio. “We want people to understand how lucky they are to have Scripps Mercy in the community and encourage them to donate.”

To learn more about Scripps giving societies, please contact Chelsea Buser at Buser.Chelsea@ScrippsHealth.org or 858-678-7063.

Giving Back Through Scripps Giving Societies

“Ira and I are thankful to have our health care at Scripps. By supporting graduate medical education, we are not only helping educate our future physicians, but we are also ensuring future generations have the same level of care and compassion that we have received.”

— CINI ROBB

To learn more about ways to support graduate medical education, please contact Julie Mathew at Mathew.Julie@ScrippsHealth.org or 858-554-2046.
Create a Meaningful Legacy with Gift Planning

Our deepest gratitude to our caring community of grateful patients who have included Scripps Health in their estate plans—naming us as beneficiaries in their wills, trusts, retirement accounts, donor-advised funds and more.

### AT A GLANCE: GIFT PLANNING 2020 – 2023

- **$22.5 million** in gifts of real estate were made, both in residential and commercial. Scripps has an experienced team to help facilitate gifts of real estate, which can have tax benefits and result in transformational support to Scripps.

- **98 Estate Gifts** paid out over $95 million sustaining Scripps challenges during the COVID-19 pandemic.

- **555** donations were made from donors’ IRAs and qualified retirement accounts.

- **$1.5 million** committed by donors in new charitable gift annuities and charitable trusts.

- **More than 350 current donors** have notified us that Scripps Health is in their estate plan.

- **Don’t forget that you can designate your retirement account to charity or create a trust that will pay your heirs an income for life before going to charity!**

### Giving for Good: Judith and Charles Beck Jr.

- When Charles and Judith Beck (Chuck and Judy) decided to relocate to San Diego from Los Angeles, finding good health care was one of their top priorities. On the advice of their physicians in LA, they chose Scripps Health.

- Chuck and Judy have a rich history of volunteer involvement and a deep understanding of philanthropy’s impact on the health of nonprofit organizations. After retiring as chairman and CEO of Fiduciary Trust International of California, Chuck and Judy, an accomplished painter, dedicated their time to community service.

- “Giving, and helping others, is an important focal point for us. By supporting Scripps, we know we are helping an institution known locally and nationally for its quality of care and medical expertise in so many areas. Using a charitable gift annuity gives us both income and tax advantages, as well as giving Scripps some of the support it needs to remain an exceptional provider of care.”

- A charitable gift annuity is a one-page contract between a donor and Scripps in which a gift of $15,000 or more is made to Scripps; in return, Scripps pays the donor a fixed income for the rest of their life.

For more information on including Scripps Health in your estate, please contact Lisa Kennedy, JD, at Kennedy.Lisa@ScrippsHealth.org or 858-678-6359.
Celebrating Scripps Special Events

Our donors support Scripps in a variety of ways, including joining us at Scripps Health Foundation special events throughout the year. From galas to golf tournaments, we’re grateful to our donors and sponsors who help advance innovation and make a difference in the lives of our patients through their contributions.

Candlelight Ball Sparkles

Always celebrated on the first Saturday in December signaling the start of the holiday season, the 91st Annual Candlelight Ball brought guests together at the Fairmont Grand Del Mar to enjoy cocktails, a five-course dinner, dancing and live entertainment. The festive event last December supported lifesaving care at Scripps Memorial Hospital La Jolla. Thank you to our sponsors, including Rudy Vilkutaitis, U.S. Bank, and Lee and Elliot Scott.

Scripps Mercy Ball by the Bay

Guests at the 49th Scripps Mercy Ball at the Sheraton Hotel and Marina in downtown San Diego enjoyed dancing and live music by Bonnie Foster Productions, an exciting live auction, and an elegant three-course dinner. The event held in March 2023 benefited the Here for Good Campaign, which will help fund Scripps Mercy’s new master plan. Thank you to the Caster Family – A-1 Self Storage, Layton Construction Company, U.S. Bank and many others for their sponsorship.
Golfers at the 54th Annual Scripps Clinic Invitational teed off to support the Scripps Clinic Resident and Fellow Advancement Fund, which serves to advance our mission to educate trainees as they embark on successful careers in medicine. Ron and Jane Graham, the recipients of the 2023 Ellen Browning Scripps Humanitarian Award, have been supporters for more than 20 years, and we were proud to celebrate them for their generosity and dedication to Scripps through philanthropy. Thank you to our sponsors, including Hologic, Helen and Keith Kim, Layton Construction Company.

Scripps Health Foundation hosted the 30th Annual Spinoff at the Hyatt Regency La Jolla at Aventine last July. Attendees enjoyed cocktails, a three-course dinner, live entertainment, plus a live and silent auction. The event benefited Scripps Cancer Center, including funding for advanced imaging technology, which significantly impacts the early detection, diagnosis and treatment of cancer. In a special presentation, Sharon Dunn was honored for her legacy gift to name the Dunn Breast Care Center on the Scripps Memorial Hospital La Jolla campus. We are grateful to our event sponsors, including the Skeets and Sharon Dunn Foundation, U.S. Bank and Jean Snow-Anderson.

Scripps Memorial Hospital Encinitas supporters enjoyed an evening of music, dancing, food and fun at the Barn Bash to raise funds for growth, innovation and expansion on the campus as part of the Here for Good Capital Campaign. Thank you to everyone who attended the event in October, including our sponsors Connect the Docs, Ashcraft Investment Company, Rudolph and Sletten, Inc., the Ecke family and many more.

To learn more about our special events in 2024 and ways you can support Scripps, visit Scripps.org/Events2024.
Through philanthropy, we help to heal, enhance and save lives.

Scripps.org/HereforGoodCampaign